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      What is ethical acting in qualitative research, what want to say it when you act ethical or unethical, and just imagine that how solid are questions at the heart of this book. The introduction is also immediately announced that answering these questions is not easy and that the answers given by the authors are controversial. Such a statement makes me curious and will read something very new in the hope you go with the book to get started. (Translation).




  
          Lammert Gosse Jansma




              


    
      



 


 
      As a former Masters student and novice qualitative researcher, had I had more insight into the complexities around ethics detailed in this book before entering the field I may well have been better equipped to deal with some of the more problematic issues I encountered.
Chloe Roberts
Action Learning: Research & Practice 




  
              


    
      



 


 
      Very useful on the ethics course to encourage critique and reflection on ethical issues in qualitative research and to support the students in developing ethical awareness




  
          Dr Amanda Bingley




              


    
      



 


 
      Martyn Hammersley and Anna Traianou have set out to examine some important underlying assumptions and concepts in ethics in qualitative research. Starting with a historical context for the ever increasing ethical requirements in research since the mid 20thC, the authors then set the tone and tenor of the discussion by raising the debate around the perceived purpose of research ethics.



  
          Dr Amanda Bingley




              


    
      



 


 
      Excellent and thought provoking text which challenges mainstream beliefs around ethics in qualitative research. Would cause you to challenge your core understanding on principles associated with certain aspects relating to qualitative research. Particularly liked the synopsis of chapters in the summary section too. Useful if you are re-visiting the text after a break away.




  
          Ms Therese Leufer
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    SAGE Research Methods is a research methods tool created to help researchers, faculty and students with their research projects. SAGE Research Methods links over 175,000 pages of SAGE’s renowned book, journal and reference content with truly advanced search and discovery tools. Researchers can explore methods concepts to help them design research projects, understand particular methods or identify a new method, conduct their research, and write up their findings. Since SAGE Research Methods focuses on methodology rather than disciplines, it can be used across the social sciences, health sciences, and more.

With SAGE Research Methods, researchers can explore their chosen method across the depth and breadth of content, expanding or refining their search as needed; read online, print, or email full-text content; utilize suggested related methods and links to related authors from SAGE Research Methods' robust library and unique features; and even share their own collections of content through Methods Lists. SAGE Research Methods contains content from over 720 books, dictionaries, encyclopedias, and handbooks, the entire “Little Green Book,” and "Little Blue Book” series, two Major Works collating a selection of journal articles, and specially commissioned videos.
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